BULLETIN: PARKING
Revised 19 April 2016
The car park location for the events on 23rd and 24th April depends on the weather over the coming
weeks. There are currently two alternatives. You will be asked to park your vehicle either:
1

In grass fields, i.e. soft surface.
Distance from the car park to the Arena is 1000-1800 metres along a road.
Alternative 2 will be used as the ground is too wet in the fields.

2

In a hard surface site next to the E45 motorway.
Distance from the car park to the Arena is 3500 metres along a road. It is
possible to bike from the car park.
There will be a drop-off point 1800 m from the Arena. To keep vehicle
queues to a minimum, please note and respect that this drop-off point
is primarily for families with small children and those unable to walk
long distances!
The parking area and drop-off point are signposted from the E45 motorway,
exit 87, and also from Alingsåsvägen (the main road into Alafors). Follow the
signs for your planned alternative.
Parking: Park as directed by the marshals and then walk, or bike, to the
Arena. Distance approx. 3500 metres, so allow about 45 minutes.
Drop-off: Follow the signs to the drop-off point and follow the marshals'
instructions. To prevent long queues and unnecessary waiting, please have
all your things ready for a quick drop-off. It is 1800 metres from the drop-off
point to the Arena along a road. NOTE! There is nowhere to park at the dropoff point.
Drivers then follow the signs to the parking area and park as directed by the
marshals. Drivers walk, or bike, to the Arena. Distance approx. 3500 metres,
so allow about 45 minutes.
Pick-up: The pick-up point is the same as the drop-off. Drivers should make
sure that their passengers are ready and waiting at the pick-up point before
they leave the parking area. This prevents vehicles obstructing the flow of
traffic in the pick-up area.
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